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1 Introduction
The configurations manual illustrates the environment setup and configuration parameters
which was made available for the Msc Research project “Air Quality Quantification in
Taiwan Using Machine Learning Techniques in Apache Spark” .

2 Environment Specification and Configuration
2.1 Hardware Configuration
The hardware configuration used for this project is mentioned below with a snapshot of the system details
in figure 1 and figure 2.
•

MacBook Pro (13-inch, Mid 2012)

•
•

Processor : 2.5 GHz Intel Core i5
Memory : 16 GB 1600 MHz DDR3

•
•

Storage : 250gb SSD, 500gb HDD
Graphics : Intel HD Graphics 4000 1536 MB
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2.2 Software Specifications and Requirements
The basic operating system used for this research is the macOS Mojave. To implement the Apache Spark ecosystem, VirtualBox application was installed with ubuntu operating system. The ubuntu operating system was
configured with the following specifications :
• Memory : 8gb
• Processor : 2 CPUs out of 4
• Virtual Hard Disk : 40gb

2.2.1 Setting up the Oralce VM Virtual Box with Ubuntu OS
1.
2.
3.

Download Virtual Box for macOS Mojave
https://download.virtualbox.org/virtualbox/6.0.14/VirtualBox-6.0.14-133895-OSX.dmg .
Open the downloaded .dmg file . (Figure 3)
Allow the installer to complete the installation and launch the virtualbox once it is installed. (Figure 4)
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2.2.2 Hadoop Installation
Once Ubuntu is setup in virtualbox, the next step is to install Hadoop. Open terminal
by pressing Ctrl + Alt + t once you are inside the ubuntu os.
1. Update the repository using the command

2. Install Java and check where java is installed this is necessary for configuring
Hadoop.

3. Set the java path such that the Hadoop will be able to access the java while
running.
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4. Now source the config file we just edited now, and open the sysct1.conf and add
the following commands .

5. Reboot the ubuntu OS.
6. To configure the SSH for Hadoop create a user and group with the following
names.

7. Install, enable and start ssh and change to hduser

8. Generate and authorize all the keys and change the permission to access the keys.

9. Download and extract Hadoop 2.7.6 using wget :
https://archive.apache.org/dist/hadoop/core/hadoop-2.7.6/hadoop-2.7.6-src.tar.gz .
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10. Move the extracted files into cd/usr/local and create a symbolic link with file
name Hadoop.

11. Change the permission for the linked files as we did in step 8 and open the bashrc
using the command sudo gedit ./.bashrc and configure it. After saving the file, source
it.

12. Open another config file and change the java as shown below.

13. Go to the following directory and append/modify the xml files.
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14. Now go to the home folder using the command cd ../.. and then enter into cd bin
and format the namenode.

15. Now start the Hadoop services by typing start-dfs.sh and yarn services by using the
command start-yarn.sh. Once it is done. Type jps to see which all process are
running, if the output is like the one below, then Hadoop is up and running.

2.2.3 MySQL Installation
1. Install MySQL using the following commands and set password when asked for.

2. Start MySQL
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2.2.4 Sqoop Installation
1. Download and extract sqoop in cd/usr/local
http://ftp.heanet.ie/mirrors/www.apache.org/dist/sqoop/1.4.7/sqoop-1.4.7.bin
hadoop- 2.6.0.tar.gz .
2. Assign sqoop directory to Hadoop group and hduser owner.

3. Copy or move the mysqlconnectorjavax.x.xx.jar file /usr/share/java to
/usr/local/sqoop/lib.

4. Open mapred-site.xml cd/usr/local/Hadoop/etc/Hadoop and add the following.

5. Open yarn-site.xml cd/usr/local/hadoop/etc/hadoop and add the following.

6. Configure .bashrc file and add the following and source the file.
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2.2.5 Apache Spark Installation
1. Download and extract Apache Spark 2.4.3 in cd/usr/local https://wwweu.apache.org/dist/spark/spark-2.4.3/spark-2.4.3-bin-hadoop2.7.tgz
2. Change ownership of the spark directory to hadoopgroup and ownership to hduser as
seen in section 2.2.4.
3. Configure the .bashrc file as shown below and source the .bashrc.

4. Type in pyspark in command line and Jupyter notebook will be opened in Firefox
browser.

3 Implementation Stage
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3.1 Implementation in Apache spark client mode
3.1.1 Importing the required libraries

Libraries

Purpose

pandas as pd

Data manipulation and analysis

seaborn as sns

To make statistical graphs

datetime

To manipulate timestamp

numpy as np

Manipulating data types

matplotlib

Plotting of graphs

statsmodels.api as sm

Data exploration using statistics

sklearn.model_selection train_test_split

To split data into train and test dataset

sklearn.linear_model LinearRegression

To perform linear regression

sklearn.neural_network MLPRegressor

To perform neural network regression

sklearn.ensemble RandomForestRegressor

To perform random forest regression

sklearn.ensemble ExtraTreesRegressor

To perform extratrees regression

sklearn.tree DecisionTreeRegressor

To perform decision tree regression

sklearn.ensemble AdaBoostRegressor

To perform AdaBoost regression

sklearn.metrics mean_squared_error,
mean_absolute_error, r2_score

To calculate the regression results

sklearn.feature_selection RFE

Feature selection

sklearn.linear_model LassoCV, Lasso, ElasticNet To perform regularized regression.

3.1.2 Importing the downloaded dataset
1. Download the dataset from : https://www.kaggle.com/nelsonchu/air-quality-innorthern-taiwan
2. using the following command shown below (%%time is to find out the time taken
for the command to execute).
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3.1.3 Data Pre-processing and Exploratory Analysis
1. Finding out the data type of each columns.

2. Removing unwanted characters from the column name and values.

3. Converting the datatype from object to float64, because statistical analysis cannot be
performed with features having object data type. pd.numeric is used for this purpose.
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4. Checking, imputing and removal for NA values.

5. Removing unwanted columns and converting all the features into same unit.
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6. Checking correlation between the features using correlation matrix.

7. Various exploratory analysis
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8. Converting features into cyclic structure.

3.1.4 Linear Regression
1. Splitting data into test and train.
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2. Implementing the model

3.1.5 Neural Network Regression

3.1.6 Lasso Regression
Lasso regression was found to be not a good fit model, so this model was excluded from the project.

3.1.7 ElasticNet Regression
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3.1.8 Random Forest

3.1.9 ExtraTreesRegressor

3.1.10 Decision Tree and AdaBoost

3.1.11 XGBoost
XGBoost performance was not up to the mark so this model was not implemented in
the research.
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3.2 Implementation in Apache Spark Cluster Mode
3.2.1 Libraries Used

Libraries

Purpose

pyspark.sql SparkSession

Pipeline to interact with spark functions

pyspark.ml Pipeline

Provides high level APIs

pyspark.ml.regression GBTRegressor

To perform GBT regression

pyspark.ml.feature VectorIndexer

Used to index categorical variables

pyspark.ml.evaluation RegressionEvaluator

Used to evaluate regression results

pyspark.ml.regression LinearRegression

To perform linear regression

pyspark.ml.linalg Vectors

Converts the variables to vectors

pyspark.ml.feature VectorAssembler

Used to combine various vector columns

pyspark.ml.regression RandomForestRegressor

To perform random forest

3.2.2 Importing the csv from HDFS
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3.2.3 Changing data type from object to float

3.2.4 Converting the features into vectors
The features are converted into vectors and made into a single column, the column is
named as features.

3.2.5 Splitting the data into train and test
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3.2.6 Linear Regression Model

3.2.7 Random Forest Model
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3.2.8 GBT Regressor Model

4 Loading data into MySQL
1.

Table description In MySQL

2. Loading data into the MySQL table
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Conclusion
The above steps were performed in building the AQI prediction model for the Island of
Taiwan. Various machine learning techniques with the libraries used to deploy them are
mentioned above. All the models were implemented in Apache spark environment in both
Apache spark client and cluster environment. It is to be noted that there can be few glitches
if any other versions of Hadoop or Spark is installed rather than the above mentioned
versions.
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